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What are we getting ourselves 
into? 
• Organized an e-book study group to:
» Become familiar with the variety of options 
available in the e-book arena, particularly for 
purchases of current imprints from commercial 
providers.
» If financially feasible, select and license 
another e-book platform that allows for 
individual title selection by bibliographers.
E-book collections available 
Fall 2008
Current imprints
• Springer
• netLibrary
Historical content (free and licensed)
• Literature Online
• Eighteenth century collections online
• Making of America
Reference sources
• Oxford Reference Online.  Premium
• Gale Virtual Reference Library
Government documents
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Additional options to 
purchase/license/subscribe to 
current imprints:
»Aggregators
• ebrary
• EBL
• MyiLibrary
• Safari
»Publishers
• Springer
• Elsevier
• Wiley
• Oxford
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Benefits
• Access 24/7
• Enhanced access
• Enhanced functionality
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Enhanced Functionality
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Highlight in a color of 
your choice.
Enhanced Functionality
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Ability to 
add notes.
Link to other e-
resources.
Benefits (cont.)
• Save physical space
• Save time/cost in handling
• Search across journal/book content
• Ease of making copies
• Cannot be stolen or damaged
• Conservation savings
• Cannot be overdue
• Improved usage statistics
• Cost effective bundles of e-book packages
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Acquisition models
» Vendors and publishers offer multiple 
acquisition models including:
• Subscription option to:
» Complete collection
» Smaller collections of books based on 
subject, identified selection of titles.
• Purchase option to:
» Collections based on subject, publisher
» Selected titles
• Patron driven purchase
• “Rent” a book for short-term circulation
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Entry from YBP services: GOBI
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4 e-book options
Issues
• Complex pricing models
» Pricing based on single, multiple user 
option
» Annual and platform fees
» Subscription and one-time purchase 
fees 
» Discount for collections of books
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Issues (cont.)
• EBL example 
» Non-linear lending
• 325 loan instances per year
• Loan period is 24 hours
• Limited multiple concurrent use
» Exceptions
• Reference books
• Textbooks
• Additional chapters for reserve
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Entry from YBP library 
services: GOBI
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Elsevier doesn’t allow EBL to offer 
their titles on the non-linear lending 
model, only unlimited at 50% more 
than print cost.
Issues (cont.)
• Digital Rights Management Systems 
(DRMS)
» Limits:
• Access, number of simultaneous users
• Time limits
• Print, copy and paste, download
• Interlibrary loan
• E-reserves
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Issues (cont.)
• Hardware/software requirements
• Timing of availability of electronic and print 
versions
• Currency of front lists
• Perpetual access
• Lack of standardization
• Difficult to read book on a computer screen
• Image content is sometimes copyrighted 
separately from text
• Printing one page at a time
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Access
• Marketing e-books
» MARC records loaded in catalog
» Link to vendor on database list
• SpringerLink
» Instruction
• Other access points
» Google
» Link resolvers
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What have other institutions 
gotten themselves into?
• We interviewed
» Arizona State 
» University of Oklahoma 
» University of Washington 
» University of Texas 
» University of Colorado 
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What are other institutions 
saying?
• Need to avoid duplication
• Need to increase accessibility
• High demand for reserves
• More use
• Turn off print in approval plan
• Demand is high in the sciences and social 
sciences
• Package deals are cost efficient
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What are other institutions 
saying?
• Simultaneous users
• Ease of printing
• Ease of use 
• Accessibility
• Patron-driven purchases
• Very little marketing
• Perpetual access
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What is happening at KU?
• Springer book purchase with 2 year backfile
» Ability to turn Springer off our approval plan
» Ability to compare e-book vs. print circulation
» High use
• Springer books were accessed 2447 times in 
January and 1913 times in February 2009
» Loaded records in catalog
• Currently have access to ~13,000 titles
» Good interface
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What is happening at KU
• Safari subscription
» Current file – selects titles (approximately 
1600) published during the current year and 
the two previous years – for one year
» We are not purchasing, we are leasing 
• Other options include Entire File and Pick and 
Choose
• Simultaneous usage similar to databases
• Users cannot download anything from Safari
• Users can print sections of the book
• Users can email links to a page
• Durable URL’s for reserves
• Delivered in HTML format, no plugins, etc
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What is happening at KU
• Problems encountered with Safari
» Trouble loading MARC records into the 
catalog
» Many turnaways – difficulty determining how 
many simultaneous users we need
• One book had been used 718 times in January 
2009 (Pro Spring 2.5)
• Another had been used 334 in January (Adobe 
After Effects)
» Each simultaneous user adds $4000 to the 
cost of an already expensive resource
» No alert to replace an old edition with a new 
one in Pick and Choose
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What is happening at KU
• Licensed ebrary and Oxford Scholarship 
Online
» Can order ebrary books through YBP
» Can compare prices
» YBP checks for duplication
» Centralized billing
» Problems – Java-based plugin
» Oxford Scholarship Online sells books 
grouped in disciplines
» Purchased Philosophy
» Oxford does not supply a frontlist
» There is much duplication with our print 
collection
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What is happening at KU
• Current licenses in the works
» EBL
» Australian company, only one rep in the U.S.
» Will be able to offer patron-driven ordering
» We can specify what records we want loaded 
into the catalog
» Many choices-takes a long time to set a profile
» Ability to monitor orders before they are 
placed
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What is happening at KU
• MyiLibrary
» Not available through YBP
» Our trial went well and we liked it
» Requires a significant deposit
» Will license if we decide to join Shelf2Life
• BCR scanning project of pre-1923 books
• BCR scans and delivers digital files to BiblioLife
• BiblioLife packages and provides print-on-
demand files
• Ingram Digital provides access through 
MyiLibrary
• Markets through Amazon, etc.
• Library receives royalties from sales
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The future at KU
• Pilot project for patron-driven ordering in 
Engineering
• Identify e-book packages similar to Springer
• Switch more reference books to e-books
• Analyze usage statistics
• Sony E-Book Readers
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Questions?
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